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MEDICAL INFORMATION BARTON ROAD 
 
Injured personnel are to be given first aid treatment. In the case of fatal accidents, bodies 
should not be touched except to confirm death. Out of respect bodies should be covered 
until they can be removed from the scene.  
 
Whilst first aid is being administered, medical assistance should be sought.  
 
In cases of serious injury dial 999 from any STANTA phone requesting the service they 
require. The emergency service will require the following information:  
 
a.  Type of incident (what has happened).  
b.  Number, Location and type of casualties.  
c.  You should be prepared to give both postcode and or grid to operator. 

RV POINT is BARTON ROAD RIFLE RANGE    Grid TL 416561  
Nearest Post Code CB23 7AR 

d.  The contact person and the telephone number being used. This phone must remain 
manned throughout.  

e.  Be prepared to answer additional questions from the Ambulance Service.  
f.  In the event of an Air Ambulance being tasked, be prepared to man and marshal a 

landing area 
g. Inform Range Control as soon as possible on the emergency number  

ext 5222 
h. Ambulances/Emergency vehicles should be met at RV Point and taken to casualty 
i. At least 2 guides should be sent to the RV to escort emergency services to the scene 

of any incident from the RV. One guide must also man the RV so that any follow on 
emergency services can be instructed as to where to find the incident. It is possible 
following a request for an ambulance that a “Lay Response” person may be the first 
on the scene. A “Lay Response” person is a medically trained civilian who is 
volunteered to the ambulance service to make certain that the correct type of 
ambulance has been deployed.  

 
Tel No:   
  Emergency Services  999 
 
The nearest Hospital equipped to deal with serious trauma are: - 
 

 Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Hill Road, Cambridge CB2 0QQ 
  

 


